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Rare Tiffany Antique Sterling Silver Tray

Nelson and Nelson is pleased to announce a brand new treasure trove of rate Tiffany antique sterling silver
trays/salvers from the 19th Century. These are museum quality pieces available for the discriminating
collector or buyer.

May 3, 2009 - PRLog -- In example, this is a gorgeous sterling silver tray or salver by the renowned
silversmiths at Tiffany & Co. in a timeless Georgian design. This large circular tray stands on four leafy
scroll and flower bracket paw feet and has a plain field with a stepped rim with a wide scroll and shell
border. The border has been beautifully molded to sculptural affect, and uses the rich silver to great
advantage. This classic silver tray is exceptionally versatile and could be used as a serving piece, a support
for a centerpiece, or engraved as a commemorative plate. It is in excellent condition and is the finest quality
of Tiffany’s heavy gauge silver. It measures approx. 13” in diameter, 1 ¾” high, and weighs approx. 31.5
troy ounces. It is marked under the base with the mark of Tiffany & Co., the words Makers, Sterling Silver
925-1000, pattern number 8495, order number 1697, 13IN, and the letter T for its founder Charles L.
Tiffany, used from 1891-1902. This elegant antique sterling silver tray or salver is a timeless design that
would make a wonderful addition to any silver collection. A functional yet decorative piece that would
make a great gift!   Price: $4,500.00

# # #

Nelson & Nelson Antiques Inc. is a family-owned business run by the husband and wife team of Steve and
Marge Nelson since 1975. Their glittering store, in the heart of New York City, always showcases a
treasure-trove of late 19th Century and early 20th Century antique silver, sterling silver: candle sticks,
picture frames, trays, tea sets, hollowware, flatware, vanity items, French antiques and the most
comprehensive selection of silver overlay within New York and its surrounding area. There is also a large
variety of bronze d'ore picture frames, cut crystal, unique objects of art, beautiful enamels and distinctive
Victorian, Edwardian, and Retro jewelry. 

In their over 30 years of business the Nelsons, together with their friendly and knowledgeable staff, have
served thousands of satisfied customers and take pride in ensuring that every visit, either to their store or to
their web site, will always be a sterling experience. 

http://www.NelsonandNelsonAntiques.com
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